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ABSTRACT 
Metal oxide varistors are highly non-ohmic ceramic devices, which can be used for transient 
overvoltage assurance of transmission, distribution, and telecommunication frameworks in 
case of lightning and exchanging surges. The energy handling capability of a varistor can be 
defined as the amount of energy the varistors can absorb before it fails. There are many causes 
of metal oxide varistors early failure, among which is absorbed surge energy discharge time. 
Several studies have been conducted on the time to failure of metal oxide varistors, these 
studies have given importance to the energy handling capabilities of metal oxide varistors. 
Even so, consideration has not been given to the impact metal oxide varistors’ geometry has 
on its rate of heat transfer. Several techniques such as laboratory tests, electrical circuit or 
computational replication can be applied to evaluate thermal performance of metal oxide 
varistors. Established thermal modelling of metal oxide varistors is suitable for the 
understanding of the effect of cylindrical geometry on the reliability of metal oxide varistors 
based surge arresters. In this study, cylindrical varistor samples were designed with similar 
boundary conditions using ANSYS workbench 18.2 software. Simulated metal oxide varistors 
samples were subjected to thermal stress ranging from 20 oC to 125 oC, the simulation was 
done for 30 seconds. Parametric analysis using finite element analysis was conducted on the 
samples in a bid to analyse the impact of geometry characteristics of metal oxide varistors 
samples on the heat flow rate. Regression analysis was used to determine the relationship 
between the surface area of metal oxide varistors blocks and the heat flow rate. Artificial Neural 
Networks was used to validate the result from the regression analysis. Results from both 
artificial neural networks and regression analysis show linear relationship between surface area 
and heat transfer rate, also a correlation between design geometry of the metal oxide varistors 
blocks and heat transfer rate as well as time. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1 Background of the study 
Metal oxide varistors (MOVs) are highly non-ohmic ceramic devices, which can be used for 
transient overvoltage insurance of transmission, distribution and telecommunication 
frameworks in the event of lightning and exchanging surges [1] [2]. The key function of MOV-
based surge arresters is absorbing the surge energy and clamping the induced surge voltage to 
acceptable value. The absorbed energy is transformed into heat and dissolve to atmosphere [3], 
and as such, the exceptional nonlinear features and great electrical steadiness of Zinc Oxide 
(ZnO) varistor arresters are vital [4]. The energy handling capability of a varistor is describe as 
the quantity of energy the varistors can take in before it fails [5]. Thermodynamically, the 
energy per unit volume that an optimal varistor is capable of absorbing is determined by the 
temperature rise as a result of energy absorption, which is the function of its density and 
specific heat [6]. The applied current, the non-uniformity of the microstructure the electrical 
and thermophysical features of the MOVs influence the energy absorption efficiency property 
of these devices [6]. There are diverse forms of energy handling efficiency; thermal energy 
absorption efficiency and impulse energy absorption efficiency  [7]. To enable minimum heat 
dissipation time through MOV blocks, the geometry design of these devices should be 
improved in order to enable the absorbed surge energy to be dissipated to ambiance as fast as 
possible, and thus preventing premature failure of MOV based arresters. Therefore, modelling 
MOV geometry improvement for preventing premature failure is important.    
 
1.2 Problem Statement  
There are many causes of MOV early failure, among which is absorbed surge energy discharge 
time. Quite a lot of research have been conducted on the time to failure of MOVs, these studies 
have given importance to the energy handling capabilities of MOVs. Nonetheless, 
consideration has not been given to the impact MOV’s geometry has on its rate of heat transfer. 
Four diverse failure forms dictate the energy handling limitation of MOV namely, Puncture, 
thermal runaway, cracking under tension, and cracking under compression [5].  
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Therefore, to extend the lifetime of MOV, surge energy absorbed should be dissipated to 
ambiance as quick as possible. However, the rate of heat dissipation is fundamentally related 
to the geometry of MOV blocks, hence to the lifetime of these devices. The impact of MOV 
geometry on the heat flow rate should be clearly understood prior to improvement. This work 
focuses on cylindrical geometry of MOV as they are widely used in surge arresters. In this 
work, the heat flow rate was modelled for MOV samples with cylindrical geometry in FEA 
software, to prevent short time to failure of MOV. 
 
1.3 Aim & Objectives: 
The aim of this work is to analyze the effect of cylindrical geometry on the reliability of MOV 
based surge arresters using FEA. 
The specific objectives of this study are: 
i. To analyze heat flow rate in cylindrical geometry MOVs 
ii. To model the rate of heat transfer for MOV samples with cylindrical geometry  
iii. To validate the obtained model using ANN model 
 
1.4 Significance of the work 
Numerous techniques including laboratory analysis, electrical circuit or computational 
replication could be utilized when evaluating thermal performance of MOV (metal oxide 
varistor). Laboratory analysis involve pricey apparatus and consequently, these experiments 
are not typically economic. Therefore, established thermal modelling of MOV is suitable for 
the understanding of the effect of cylindrical geometry on the reliability of MOV based surge 
arresters. To predict the consistency of MOVs under thermal stresses, the impact of MOV 
geometry on its rate of heat flow should be known. This work has analysed the impact of MOV 
geometry on the rate of heat transfer. FEM (finite element method) have been used in this work. 
The result obtained gives some important information on the relationship between heat flow 
rate and the surface area or MOVs.  
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1.5 Work Overview:  
Chapter 1 stipulates the general introduction on absorbed surge energy discharge rate in MOVs 
and the time to failure of the device. Chapter 2 critically reviews different existing approaches 
on the energy absorption capabilities and time to failure of MOVs. Chapter 3 gives detail 
account (step by step) of the methods and techniques used to achieve the objectives assigned 
to this work. Chapter 4 discusses the modelling of the heat flow rate through a cylindrical 
geometry-based MOV block. Chapter 5 concludes and provide recommendations on design 
improvement of cylindrical geometry-based varistor arresters. 
 
1.6 Conclusion  
This chapter addressed the background of the study and further discusses the need for 
improvement of design geometry of MOVs in a bid to enable the absorbed surge energy to be 
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
2.1 Introduction 
In this chapter, a revision of existing MOV microstructure and geometries, in the context of 
energy handling capability and heat flow, is attempted. An in-depth examination of the 
fundamental theories and principles (existing models) - pertaining to heat transfer/flow to 
ambiance through varistor ceramics (as condition of thermal stability) – is conducted. Several 
reviews on past studies of MOV’s energy handling capabilities and heat transfer is also 
examined. The next part of this chapter discusses the need for improvements in the design of 
MOVs as it relates to energy handling capabilities and heat flow. Later, the role of FEA in the 
improvement of machines is, after wish the research gap in the past studies is given.  
 
2.2 MOV Microstructure and Geometries 
In general, varistor are ubiquitous elements, which are used to protect power supply networks 
against lightning or overvoltage surges. The heart of the modern surge arrester is the Metal 
oxide Varistor (MOV). Varistor are polycrystalline devices revealing high nonlinear electrical 
features and huge amount of energy absorption potentiality. The polycrystalline ceramic with 
grain-boundary characteristics because of sintering produces the nonlinear current-voltage 
properties of the device [8]. The housing or design of ZnO arresters are vital to the electrical 
and thermal performance of the device. Steinfeld et al. [9] stated that there are diverse casing 
designs probable with diverse properties regarding mechanical strength, short circuit behavior 
and costs. MOA with porcelain casings offer regular mechanical strength at reasonable costs, 
but trivial thermal break could occur ensuing short circuit. Tube design polymer casings have 
extreme mechanical strength and enormously safe pressure alleviation behavior; however, they 
are relatively pricey yet. Rod design precisely molded polymer arresters have only inadequate 
mechanical strength and good short circuit performance at comparatively low price. However, 
there is a particular risk of unseen damage of the interior structure resulting from inappropriate 
handling. Later, Peterenci et al. [10] proposed a simple new device founded on some additional 
brass masses that was added to the varistor with a cylinder shape and used for low voltage 
applications. A FEM followed by some experimental measurements was done to confirm the 
new design. They stated that the given method is extremely simple, and it could be an effective 
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design method for both varistor manufacturers and users. To further determine the influence 
geometry parameters has on the behavior of heat in the device, Latiff et al [11] used finite 
element analysis software to study the impact of different parameters in a 132 kV surge arrester 
design on its thermal handling. They developed A 132 kV ZnO surge arrester model. Thermal 
handling under typical state and overvoltage state employing diverse surge arrester parameters 
was simulated. The following parameters of the developed arrester design were varied: the 
arrester length, bushing thermal conductivity, bushing width, glass width and ZnO width. They 
reported that these parameters influence the thermal handling within the surge arrester model. 
However, Choi et al [12] stated that the microstructure regularity of ZnO varistor does not have 
a direct influence to the start of the voltage upturn in high current area, its primarily decided 
by the electrical characteristic regularity of microstructures. They also concluded that the 
apparent influence of refining the geometrical regularity of ZnO varistor is to step up the global 
breakdown voltage and nonlinearity coefficient of ZnO varistor. Mardira et al [13] conducted 
systematic experiments on six distribution class varistors from a producer. These experiments 
were done to find the degradation impact of single and multiple current pulses on the 
microstructure of the Metal Oxide (MO) varistor. The microstructure observation of MO 
varistors was also carryout. They concluded that the decrease in average grain size and 
alteration in the lattice parameters can influence the electrical properties by reducing the 
resistance of bulk material at low voltages. Therefore, it changes the leakage current.  
 
2.3 Energy handling capabilities of MOVs: 
The energy handling capabilities of MOVs is very vital to the life span of the device. The better 
the energy handling capabilities of the devices, the longer the life span of the devices. As such, 
a better understanding of the energy handling capabilities of MOVs, is vital. Perrot [5] used 
the Varistor Bulk Current Distribution Mapping technique to show Heterogeneous varistor 
current conduction presence in the pre-breakdown section. He proposed that it could lead to 
thermal runaway and entire failure of the device under current impulse situations by formation 
of bot spots. The technique can pin-point devices with lowed energy handling abilities, as well 
as devices with apparent unseen microstructure faults. This technique is good as similarity of 
the microstructure is the key parameter for dependable varistors. 
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The uniformity of MOV microstructure has impact on the energy absorption ability of the 
device. He et al [14] conducted some experiments and simulations to discuss the nonuniformity 
of the energy absorption abilities of ZnO varistors. In their experiments, they applied 50-Hz ac 
power frequency current and impulse currents on commercial ZnO varistors, for numerous time 
intervals. The currents through ZnO varistors and the voltages applied on them were noted, that 
the energies absorbed by ZnO varistors might be calculated. Their results state that the 
measured energy absorption abilities are extremely scattered, acting U-shape curves according 
to the time and the current density of applied impulse current. Their results also demonstrated 
that the absorbed impulse devastating energy does not increase linearly with the increase of the 
varistor surface area. Bartkowiak et al [15] conducted a simple thermo-mechanical model to 
assess the impact of the nonuniformity of ZnO varistor disks used in surge arresters on their 
energy handling ability. The result shows that energy-handling ability significantly depends on 
the electrical uniformity of the disks. The effect of the size and the intensity of the likely non-
uniformities was also assessed for current surges of several magnitudes and periods. Also, the 
energy absorption ability declines quickly as the intensity of the hot spots intensify. They 
further stated that puncture is the leading failure mode for only non-uniform disks, but cracking 
becomes more probable as the magnitude of non-uniformities rises and that the energy handling 
ability at extreme currents firmly depends on the location of the upturn section in the varistor 
I-V characteristic. Bartkowiak et al [16] simulated ZnO varistors utilized in surge arresters. 
Warmth Diffusion Varistor circles of two sizes: 1. 45 mm high and 32 mm measurement, 
illustrative of dispersion class arresters, and 2. 23 mm high and 63 mm width, illustrative of 
station class arresters were thought of. In all cases, tube shaped evenness is assumed. They 
revealed that there are four different disappointment modes that force the vitality dealing with 
cutoff points of ZnO varistors. Namely: Puncture, thermal runaway, cracking under tension 
and cracking under compression. They also concluded that the energy handling ability for the 
thermal runaway does not meaningfully depend on the form of the varistor disk or on the size 
and the strength of the hot spot. Ran et al [17] performed an experimental test to assess the 
puncture energy using an infrared imaging camera. A connection between the energy 
absorption and the varistor maximum surface temperature was attained. It was shown that the 
damaging energy depends strongly on the regularity of the varistor; the more unchanging, the 
higher the energy handling ability. The above studies clearly state the importance of the mov 
energy handling capabilities to the thermal stability and the life span of the mov arrestors. They 
also give the relationship between the uniformity of the microstructure of the device and the 
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energy handling capabilities of the device which is very important to understanding the 
relationship between the device microstructure and the dispersion of heat in the device. 
Varying the shape and size of MOV plays a vital role in the energy absorption abilities. He et 
al [18] directed a full survey for the dispersed phenomenon of vitality retention capacities of 
ZnO varistors. At first, the vitality assimilation capacities of ZnO varistors with distance across 
of 52 mm and stature of 10 mm were estimated under differing viable current waveforms, 
containing 8/20 pts lightning current, 2 ms and 8 ms drive square current, and 50 Hz AC. Four 
assorted obliterating phenomenons under drive current were perceived during their trials. 
Phenomenon (a) and (b) were categorized as puncture destruction, while phenomenon (c) and 
(d) as cracking destruction. They further said that to discharge additional vitality, ZnO varistors 
with more prominent sizes are fundamental for the UHV grouping. However, in expanding the 
ZnO varistors for greater overvoltage level, the scattered phenomenon of energy absorption 
becomes a graver issue. A clearer picture of the various destruction phenomena of mov that are 
associated with heat dispersion is given in the above paper. It also states the importance of the 
shape and size of the mov block to the energy absorption capabilities of the device which is 
very vital to this research. Also, lllias et al [19] determine surge arrester discharge energy by 
means of FEM, stated that there is still some misunderstanding on diverse characteristics of 
varistors energy handling abilities, which include the thermal energy absorption ability and 
impulse energy absorption ability. However, the thermal energy absorption ability of arresters 
was not considered in their experiment. In their work, a set of medium line surge arresters were 
simulated against a typical impulse current of waveform 8/20 µs using the FEA method, 
EMTP-RV and PSCAD/EMTDC software. They found that difference in the height and 
diameter of the ZnO block results in notable influence on the discharge energy ability of the 
arrester during single impulse current injection. In the meantime, changing the thickness and 
dielectric constant of the insulation layer meaningfully influence the regularity of the electric 
field distribution within the arrester rather than the discharge energy ability. Although the study 
did not take into consideration the thermal energy absorption capabilities of varistors, but it 
points to the fact that varying the surface area of MOV affects the energy handling capabilities. 
Ringler et al [20] stated that, devices could securely absorb a selected energy rating and 
improve thermally without physical harm. The energy absorption ability, for the exact varistors 
considered, was found to rise with rising current. A rise in energy absorption ability by a factor 
of three was found over the examined scope of currents from 0.8 Apeak to 35 kApeak Increasing 
the current also leads to high heat dissipation within the varistors, and this leads to high-energy 
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absorption. However, high-energy absorption leads to early failure of the varistor. This study 
is very significant as it provides relationship between key parameters that influence the 
longevity of the device. 
2.4 Heat Flow in MOVs: 
A knowledge of heat transfer in MOV is very important to maintaining the thermal stability of 
the device. The more stable thermally the device is the longer the life span of the devices. 
Therefore, the knowledge of the behavior of heat flow in MOV is vital in handling issues 
relating to overheating of the devices and thereby increasing the life of the device. Nato et al 
[21] conducted a sequence of tests simulating failures in actual 96 kV ZnO arresters to specify 
the most prevalent failures in arresters and their effects over their thermal images, these 
simulated failures agree to the most prevalent trouble found in arresters in service. They 
reported that a sealing failure in a ZnO arrester causes variations in its heating pattern as a 
result to a simpler flow of gases. Also, as the temperature rises, there is an intensification of 
the chamber pressure of the arrester. And the early degradation of varistors is an influence that 
can add to the existence of thermal runaway. Miyakawa et al. [22] conducted a study with the 
aim of investigating the influence of temperature difference on features of ZnO elements. In 
their study, they initially heated ZnO elements up to 350oK, 400oK, 450oK, and 500oK, and 
then features of V-t and 50% flashover voltage were observed. Subsequently, to obtain V-I 
features, the impulse current of 4/10ȝs-8kA was used at every temperature. Lastly, V-t features 
and 50% flashover voltage for every temperature were assessed. The results disclosed that 
temperature influenced V-I features of ZnO surge arrester, and that temperature influenced V-
I features of ZnO surge arrester. The contributions from the both studies give knowledge on 
the impact heat or temperature has on the performances of the metal oxide varistor; however, 
the above studies do not consider the relationship between the geometry of the mov block and 
the heat dispersion. 
Pinto et al [23] used CAD/CAE techniques to perform a warming and cooling study of a ZnO 
surge arrester under diverse operational circumstances. For their simulation, only thermal 
conduction and convective heat flow were thought of. The model was analyzed using 
cylindrical coordinates. The preliminary temperature circulations were determined by 
explaining the corresponding steady-state heat transfer problem. The hot spot temperatures of 
the preliminary circumstances were given. Thermal runaway of the surge arrester was projected 
for diverse voltage, temperature, and weather situations. They further stated that with 
CAD/CAE methods the surge arrester producer can simulate the thermal field to specify the 
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heat dissipation limits of the device, without obligation to make costly and harmful tests. The 
technique use in this experiment is very vital in analyzing the steady-state behavior of the heat 
in ZnO as compare to physical testing techniques. The transient heat conduction problem in 
the area was defined by the ensuing partial differential equation 
𝑚𝑐𝑇° − ∇ ∙ (𝑘∇𝑇) − 𝑓𝑡 = 0      (1) 
where 
𝑇° is time derivative of the temperature [K/s]  
m is mass density [Kg/m3]  
c is specific heat [J/(Kg.K)]  
T is temperature [K]  
k is thermal conductivity [W/ (m.K)]  
ft is thermal sources [w/m3] 
The technique use in this experiment is very vital in analyzing the steady-state behavior of the 
heat in ZnO as compare to physical testing techniques. However, this study does not give 
parameters that influence the behavior of heat flow in mov as is being considered in this study 
i.e. heat flow rate as a variation of surface area. 
He et al [24] developed a new safety-type of 220 kV whole-solid-insulation polymeric ZnO 
surge arrester to examine its thermal properties. The thermal cohesion of the developed 220 
kV whole-solid-insulation polymeric ZnO surge arrester was examined by FEM. The heat 









+ 𝑄(𝑟) = 𝐶𝑝𝑃
𝜕𝑇
𝜕𝑡
   (2) 
 
Here, T is the temperature, t the time and Q(r) the source of heat, and is the overvoltage energy 
as an impulse voltage is being applied to a varistor 
The thermal equilibrium diagram and the allowed energy absorption ability were examined. 
They reported that the thermal cohesion of ZnO surge arrester is described by the balance 
between the heat generation of ZnO varistors when the operational voltage and overvoltage are 
applied, and the heat distribution of the housing. The heat flow comprises of the heat 
conduction in inside of arrester, the natural convection and radiation of the polymeric housing 
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surface. And that the heat dispersion capability of arrester precisely determines the heat 
steadiness features of arrester, which is measured by the time constant of heat distribution. 
However, some of the parameters considered in this study to describe the behavior of heat, 
were not consider in the present research. 
The use of FEA to analyze the behavior of heat in MOVs is a very important technique as it 
gives the flexibility of varying the conditions for testing and varying the parameters for better 
analysis. Nato and Costa [25] did a laboratory test based on finite difference techniques. In 
their test a continuous overvoltage was applied to the arrester ensuing in overheating of the 
ZnO varistors. Contact bimetallic thermometers were utilized in diverse parts of the arrester, 
comprising the internal column. They reported that the arrester absorbed electrical energy is 
transformed to thermal energy by joule effect. This energy shall then be dissipated to the 
atmosphere by conduction, convection, and radiation. They also reported that the heat flow for 
dissipation depends largely on the kind of materials utilized. And the kind of case used can 
describe how the heat flow occurs. Kuang et al [26] used a newly developed FEA program for 
solution of joined, transient, nonlinear field problems, to solve for the temperature distribution 
in ZnO arrester elements exposed to several current waveforms. The impulses were space out 
1 minute apart, and the AC voltage source was detached after the 6'h current impulse. Data 
were recorded for 24 minutes as of the start of the initial current impulse the negative 
temperature coefficient of low field ZnO conductivity was obtained from data for Watts loss. 
They were concerned only with the temperature handling amid the test, so that the calculation 
was focused on the transient thermal field. Based on the practical agreement exhibited between 
measured and calculated temperatures, they suppose that the temperature distribution of ZnO 
arresters can be calculated precisely assumed improved material and model parameters.  Both 
studies agree that the type of material used for the manufacturing of the device determines the 
behavior of heat but fall short of stating whether the shapes of the material block has an impact. 
Biriescu et al [27] introduced the FEA model utilized for the immediate control of warmth 
dispersal, just as some exploratory outcomes. All estimations and models were finished 
utilizing 30 mm commercial plate varistors. They have 3 mm length and they are intended for 
standard 230 V European low voltage (local) power flexibly lines. They additionally utilized 
the FLUX 2D programming, which gave outstanding outcomes for their pieces, having a barrel 
shaped balance. The following boundaries were expressed: the warm conductivity, the 
radiation heat move coefficient, the direct connection among the warmth convection trade 
coefficient and the temperature, the straight connection among the volume explicit warmth and 
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temperature, the mass density. They reported that the thermo-enacted current, the warm 
consistent quality of a ZnO based varistor may be controlled and inspected in two different 
systems:  
- the permanent service regime, when the varistor is unprotected to an extensive time 
inadvertently over voltage, not high, however harming for the ensured gear.  
- the shock (voltage impulse) regime, where the varistor is presented to a truly brief timeframe 
over voltage, yet with a high worth (like a lightning stroke), discernibly ruinous for any ensured 
gear. 
ZnO varistors thermal behavior can be improve by controlling the warmth dispersal during 
permanent service regime. The above study intends to propose some solutions in handling the 
thermal stability of ZnO varistors, which is very important to thermal stability issues stated by 
previous studies. However, no consideration is not given to the impact the geometry of the 
varistor block has on the behavior of heat flow in the device such us very vital in handling the 
thermal stability issues with MOVs. 
Quite a lot of models have been used to define the performance of heat flow in MOV. Stockum 
[28] presented a simulation technique for depicting temperatures and warmth stream in MOA. 
He utilized a multistep clear arrangement technique. He Started with some known primer 
temperature appropriation, the time was expanded and new temperatures in the strong materials 
were resolved using limited distinction approximations. He expressed that in strong materials, 
heat stream can be portrayed by a fractional differential condition called the warmth condition. 
Limited contrast approximations of the warmth condition could be utilized to choose the 
temperatures at a ton of extended circumstances for a progression of time steps. 
According to him, in tube shaped directions with no variety in the z or θ bearings, the warmth 













+ 𝑞, r>0, t≥0    (3) 
where: 
u is temperature (oC)  
t is time (s)  
r is radius (cm)  
d is density (g/cm^3)  
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c is specific heat (W.s/oC/g)  
k is thermal conductivity (W/oC/cm)  
q is power density (W/cm^3)  
 
The peculiarity (at r = 0) in the above condition can be disposed of by utilization of L 








+ 𝑞, r>0, t≥0    (4) 
 
In an annular space,[1] express that the total heat Qc (W) moved by conduction and convection 
can be resolved from:  






    (5) 
where:  
k, is an apparent thermal conductivity (W/cm/"C)  
T, is the temperature at the varistor OD (K)  
T, is the temperature at the housing ID (K)  
L is the length of the varistor (cm) 
The heat transfer Q, (W) in an annular space by radiation is given by Brown and Marco [61  
𝑄𝑟 = 𝜑 ∙ 𝑓𝑒 ∙ (𝑇1 − 𝑇2) ∙ 𝐴1     (6) 










− 1)]−1      (7) 
Where: 
E1 is the emissivity of the varistor  
E2 is the emissivity of the housing  
A1 is the lateral varistor area (cm
2)  
A2 is the corresponding housing area (cm
2)  
 
The first heat balance equation equates the heat flow out of the varistor to the heat flow into 
the housing which is equivalent to saying the media between the two is nonadsorbing. He 
concluded that the simulation approach is useful in investigations where knowledge of internal 
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temperatures and power conditions are needed, as in the case of thermal stability studies. 
However, the above equations are not possible for the calculation of heat flow rate in this study 
as it makes use of parameters that were not consider in the current research.  
Haris et al. [29] constructed a model of heat generation, they used a specific configuration of 
the oxide defects inside an oxide matrix. Thickness of the modeled oxide was roughly 25nm. 
They use data obtained from the results of Monte Carlo ionic transport model for resistive 
switching. Their model was based on Random Circuit Breaker Network Model and the hopping 
of oxygen ions. Additionally, they use Fourier heat equation to perform simulation of heat flow 




− ∇ ∙ (𝑘∇𝑇) = 𝑄 + ℎ(𝑇𝑒𝑥𝑡 − 𝑇)      (8) 
This equation describes the heat transfer process for plane and axisymmetric cases 
Where: ρ is density, C is Heat capacity, k is Coefficient of heat conduction, Q is Heat source, 
h is Convective heat transfer coefficient, and Text. is the external temperature. 
They concluded that extensive heating leads to a degradation of oxide insulting properties via 
self-accelerated generation of oxide defects. The above equation is not feasible for the 
calculation of heat flow rate in this study as it makes use of parameters that were not consider 
in this research i.e. The external temperature, coefficient of heat conduction, convective heat 
transfer coefficient and the heat capacity. 
 
Velan et al. [30] modelled eight metal oxide arresters. The analyzed the modelled arrester using 
finite element (FE) technique. Standard tests for surge arresters was simulated with various 
configurations and these were analyzed in the electrical and mechanical domain.  
They modelled eight blocks in series, i.e. six ZnO blocks (identical unless specified) and two 
aluminum (Al) blocks (spacers) placed in series. The Al blocks were used to act as a spacer, a 
heat sink for the better thermal performance of the module. A high electrical conductivity 
surface contact was established between two consecutive blocks within the model. 
The heat was generated as the passage of current flow through all the elements of the surge 
arrester module. The heat conduction in solid materials satisfies the differential heat equation 
as: 










) + 𝑄(𝑟) = 𝐶𝑝    (9) 
Where, k is the thermal conductivity in W/m ̊C, T is temperature in ̊C, r is the radial coordinate 
for cylinder in meter, Q (r) is the heat source in W/m3, t is the time in seconds, Cp is heat 
capacity at constant pressure in J/kg ̊C. 
They concluded that the values of heat flux at different heights of the ZnO block, the mass of 
the ZnO block, surrounding temperature and specific heat capacity of the ZnO block are used 
for solving mathematical equations. However, it is not suitable for the calculation of heat flow 
rate as being done in the current research, as it can only be used for heat conduction in 
semiconducting or insulating material, but not necessarily the heat flow rate. Also, some of the 
parameters considered were not consider in the current research. 
Recently, Subramanian [31] used a shell balance approach to determine heat conduction in 
Cylindrical Geometry. He considered a cylindrical shell of inner radius r and outer radius (r + 
∆r) located within the pipe wall. The shell extends the entire length L of the pipe. He also 
considered Q (r) to be the radial heat flow rate at the radial location r within the pipe wall.  
Then, the heat flow rate into the cylindrical shell is Q (r), while the heat flow rate out of the 
cylindrical shell is Q (r+ ∆r). At steady state,  
Q(r)= Q (r) = Q (r+ ∆r)      (10) 
When this result is rearranged after division by ∆r, the equation is 
𝑄(𝑟+∆𝑟)−𝑄(𝑟)
∆𝑟
= 0             (11) 
Taking the limit as ∆r → 0. This leads to the simple differential equation  
𝑑𝑄
𝑑𝑟
= 0                  (12) 
      
Integrating the above equation leads to the result Q= Constant (independent of radial location) 
The heat flow rate of the cylinder becomes: 
𝑄 = 𝑞𝑟𝐴                 (13) 
where A is the area of the cylindrical surface normal to the r direction, and qr is the heat flux 
in the radial direction. 
The area of the cylindrical surface is: 
𝐴 = 2𝜋𝑟𝐿         (14) 
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where L is the length of the pipe 




          (15) 
To evaluate the heat flow rate Q 
 
𝑄 = 𝑞𝑟𝐴 = (−𝑘
𝑑𝑇
𝑑𝑟
) 2𝜋𝑟𝐿                                              (16) 
Where k is the material thermal conductivity, and T is the temperature 
He also stated that unlike conduction in rectangular geometry, the key difference is that the 
area for heat flow changes from one radial location to another in the cylindrical geometry. This 
affects the temperature profile in steady conduction. Equation 14 is the best suited equation for 
calculating the heat flow in the studied samples used for the current research, as it takes into 
consideration every parameter being consider in this research.  
 
2.5 Need for the improvement in the Varistor design: 
Surge arresters made of Zinc oxide (ZnO) have been generally utilized these days in 
overvoltage assurance of framework of transmission line, especially in case of sudden and 
exchanging surge [32]. The dominant part of the zinc oxide arresters have a couple of similar 
key parts, yet every arrester formation differs and ought to be created for every explicit 
function. Extraordinary upsetting of voltage on arresters may result in debasement of their 
electrical and warm strong qualities, and thusly reducing the limit of energy ingestion [33]. As 
zinc oxide arrester's presentation is controlled essentially by the ingestion of energy limit, it is 
imperative to moreover survey the joined effects of interchange flow voltage push besides, 
overflow exercises on their electrical, and mechanical properties.  
Various examinations on deprivation because of voltage stress of power frequency have been 
discovered  [33, 34]. Despite this, only hardly any investigations were driven for degrade 
overvoltage debasement because of lightning surge. As indicated by past examination, the 
lightning surge impact on the performance of arrester life could compare to the effect of 
constant Alternate Current voltage [35]. During method of conduction, kept lightning release 
obligations may cause more prominent pace of debasement of the arrester qualities as the 
contraption requires to suffer vitality discharged by over voltages. Outrageous more 
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noteworthy size of discharge current will possibly bring about warm insecurity and non-
uniform overheating of the plates, which will by then cause breakdown of the arrester.  
It is significant to assess the abilities of energy as a large portion of the current surge arresters 
these days are having rating of higher energy which surpass their prerequisites. The abilities of 
over-detail of energy ingestion will result in decrease of the arresters‟ defensive qualities 
because of high remaining voltage amid surge occasions. Notwithstanding, point by point test 
examines on the unwavering quality and solidness of surge arresters are typically not practical 
because of high cost associated with leading exploration and test utilizing real model [36]. The 
utilization of PC instruments in doing simulated examination is fundamental to affirm the 
presentation and operability of arresters in beginning time before proceeding with genuine 
model created.  
 
2.6 Role of FEA in improvising designs of machines: 
Finite element method (FEM) is a numerical method for understanding a differential or basic 
equation. It has been applied to various physical issues, where the governing differential 
equations are accessible. The method basically comprises of accepting the piecewise 
continuous function for the arrangement and getting the parameters of the functions in a way 
that decreases the error in the arrangement [37].  
Finite element analysis gives an extensive variety of stress-strain virtual answer for mechanical 
framework design applications, for example, designing, material streamlining, and deciding 
exhaustion life of a model. The designing applications that use FEA as foremost analysis as 
clarified in this specialized report are car, machining, welding and erosion [38]. In machining 
applications, FEA thinks about the ten impacts of processing parameters, for example, cutting 
velocity, feed rate, and axial depth and to decide temperature appropriation on the cutting 
device on various materials in processing [39]. Technology advancement in Laser 
Micromachining additionally uses the FEA to decide the thermal effect on the specimen [40]. 
FEA likewise executed in car divisions breaking down on physical properties of various 
materials, for example, hardness, quality, weariness life and continuance limit on motor and 
suspension parts [41]. Other than that, the consumption field of study can evaluate the erosion 
point, which can be valuable to foresee the fixing strategies by using the FEA. Welding is 
essential method to join metals of various kind and generally utilized in assembling businesses. 
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FEA shows the lifetime and weakest area which influenced by parameters, for example, sheet 
thickness, spot distance across, and stacking conditions [42]. Generally, a finite element model 
or also called 3D models are created dependent on the framework condition included with load 
orientation. The prototype in triangular finite elements and the simulation will be performed 
dependent on every node in the element. Concerning a precedent in the machining business, 
more parameters is included, for example, shaft speed, length of cut and profundity of slice on 
the model design to perform in detail analysis on undesirable stress produced. Physical 
properties of associating pole (car) are incredibly worried as it connects the turning and straight 
movement in the motor every one of the properties can be set into the model made and tried 
for various sorts of material to locate the ideal ones [43]. The load bearing and parameters 
likewise contrast dependent on the applications, for example, weakness analysis is performed 
for motor mountings and cylinder head. Consumption applications in FEA is somewhat unique 
as it incorporates "trial and error" method as it makes sense of the basic conduct perspective 
like brittle cracking and fatigue [44].  
 
2.7 Research Gap: 
The structure of MOV is explored through zinc oxide grains [45, 46, 47]. Until now many types 
of research have been conducted to get an effective model that can accurately support the 
design of varistor and the time to failure. In addition, there has been studies conducted to 
understand the heat dispersion in MOV and that of their energy absorption capabilities. Most 
of the studies have focused on the importance of MOV microstructure uniformity to its energy 
absorption capabilities [12-15], the shape and size of the MOV block to the energy absorption 
capabilities [16,17], and also the importance of FEA in studying the behavior of heat in the 
device [22-24]. With respect to the performance of the varistor, the findings of most of the 
study are contradictory since designing of varistor is concerned with several factors such as 
thermal stability, [48, 49] and heat transfer [34, 50]. With the definitive factors, this research 
work has contributed an area where the heat flow rate of MOV-based arresters to its surface 
area are addressed which has not been much investigated.  
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2.8 Conclusion  
This chapter reviewed about Metal Oxide Varistor energy handling capabilities and heat flow. 
From the review of several studies it is clear that Metal Oxide varistors are widely used in the 
present, and there are still challenges with energy handling capabilities in MOVs. A review on 
te role of Finite element analysis in enhancing design of a machine.  
Other segments of this chapter have better emphasized on the importance of varistor 
performance under several stress conditions. The study focused on thermal characteristics for 
designing reliable varistors which include energy absorption capabilities, and heat flow in 
MOVs. This review of literature flows on varistor and their design factors and the second part 
presented the significance of FEM (Finite element Method) in designing electrical and thermal 
components. In this comprehensive review, the need for the design improvements of varistors 
for adequate energy absorption capability, the significant role played by FEM in numerical 
analysis and integrating varistor design optimization and FEM analysis are extensively 
analyzed from the previous studies. Therefore, the present research segment has prompted the 
need to analyze the effect of cylindrical geometry on the reliability of MOV based surge 
arresters in a bid to enable the absorbed surge energy to be discharged to ambiance as fast as 
possible and the possibilities offered by FEM. The next chapter provides an overview about 
the design of the system along with the details of the hardware and software tools required to 
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CHAPTER 3: METHODOLOGY 
 
3.1 Introduction 
This chapter provides a comprehensive explanation of the techniques applied to achieve the 
objectives of this study. It systematically provides the modelling of the system along with the 
details of the hardware and software tools required to model the system. The first part of this 
chapter will provide the physical and electrical characteristics of varistors used for simulation, 
the second part will give details of how data were collected and how calculations were done to 
obtain these data, the third part will discuss the modelling details of the varistors samples Such 
as conducted using FEA, the fourth part will deliberate on the software used in this studies. 
Lastly, the chapter is concluded and introduces the next chapter.  
3.2 Samples Used: 
Four metal oxide varistors samples of cylindrical geometry were taken from a manufacture 
data sheet. The height and diameters of the samples were randomly selected from the 
manufacturer data sheet, to enable the testing from varying diameters with the same height. 
The below information are the features and discretion of the samples that were selected. 
 
Features: 
• Low-β high immaculateness zinc oxide circle  
• Halogen free protecting epoxy covering  
• Zinc oxide plate, HF epoxy covered  
• Straight leads and wrinkled leads  
• Straight leads with rib (VDRS05 and VDRS07 as it were)  
• Certified by UL 1449 version 3, VDE/IEC 61051-1/2 and CSA 
 
Description: 
The varistors contain a plate of low-β ZnO clay material with two strong copper drives (S20 
types just) or copper clad steel wire. The wires have a matte tin plating. They are secured with 
a layer of ocher hued without halogen epoxy, that offers electrical, mechanical, and climatic 
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wellbeing. The epitome is versatile to all cleaning solvents in concurrence with IEC 60068-2-
45[51]. 
The physical characteristics of the varistor samples that were designed are given in table 1 and 
were taken from the manufactural data sheet.       
    
Table 3.1 specification of samples used 
Surface area (m2) Diameter (mm) length (m)  
0.01099 7 0.5 
0.01413 9 0.5 
0.01884 12 0.5 
0.02512 16 0.5 
 
3.2.1 Surface area of MOV samples used: 
There is not much work done on geometries of MOV’s block, however, MOVs of Cylindrical 
geometry has been presented as an efficient design method for both varistor manufacturers and 
users [9]. For this reason, this study used MOV of cylindrical geometry for simulation and 
analysis.  
  
Figure 3.1: Cylindrical geometry  
To obtain the surface area of the cylindrical shape of these samples, the equation below was 
utilized [31]:  
𝐴 = 2𝜋𝑟𝐿       (14) 
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Where: A is the surface area of a cylinder L is the length of the cylinder and r is half the 
diameter.  
3.2.2 Diameter of MOV samples used: 
The diameter of MOV is the distance across the MOV surface; it passes through the center of 
the MOV surface and is twice the radius. The diameter was used to calculate the surface area 
of the MOV samples being simulated as in equation 14. The radius used in equation 14 is half 
the diameter. The diameter used in this study is taken from the Manufacturer’s datasheet. 
3.2.3 Temperature considered: 
The temperatures considered in this study are input parameters, they are important to the study 
as they were used to excite the MOV samples in the software to determine the behaviour of 
heat in the samples. The initial temperature T1 was consider as room temperature of the device 
20 oC, while T2 is the working temperature of the device 125 
oC, any temperature above this 
temperature will cause the degradation of the device.  
3.2.4 Data generation 
FEA is a very useful technique when analysing the behaviour of heat in Cylindrical MOVs as 
it gives the flexibility of varying the conditions for testing and varying the parameters for better 
analysis. Therefore, FEA available in ANSYS workbench Version 8.02 [10-12], was used to 
design and simulate four different samples of Cylindrical MOVs. These samples had different 
diameter with different surface area but the same ratings. Theses samples were design in 
ANSYS workbench. ANSYS design modeler was used to sketch and create a parametric 
geometry of the samples. The created geometry was mesh and the boundaries conditions were 
set. A room temperature of 20 oC and a final temperature of 125 oC was used to excite the 
samples. Transient thermal analysis (TTA) available in the software was used to analyse the 
samples. Number of steps was set at 30 and step end time was at 30s. Minimum step time was 
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Table 3.2 Transient thermal analysis setting 
Object Name Analysis Settings 
State Fully Defined 
Step Controls 
Number of Steps 30. 
Current Step Number 30. 
Step End Time 30. s 
Auto Time Stepping On 
Define By Time 
Carry Over Time Step On 
Minimum Time Step 5.e-003 s 
Maximum Time Step 0.25 s 
Time Integration On 
Solver Type Program Controlled 
Radiosity Solver Program Controlled 
Flux Convergence 1.e-004 
Maximum Iteration 1000. 
Solver Tolerance 0.1 W/m² 
Over Relaxation 0.1 
Hemicube Resolution 10. 
Nonlinear Controls 
Heat Convergence Program Controlled 
Temperature Convergence Program Controlled 
Line Search Program Controlled 
Nonlinear Formulation Program Controlled 
Input  
Initial Temperature 20oC 
Final Temperature 125oC 
Output Controls 
Calculate Thermal Flux Yes 
Nodal Forces No 
Contact Miscellaneous No 
General Miscellaneous No 
Store Results At All Time Points 
Solver Units Active System 
Solver Unit System mks 
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                         Figure 3.2: Cylindrical MOV Samples design; thermal transient analysis 
and Heat flow rate 
 
3.3 Computation of Heat Flow Rate in MOV discs 
Heat flow is the quantity of heat conveyed across an isothermal surface in a unit time. Heat 
flow is measured in watts (W) or kilocalories per hour (kcal/hr.). The quantity of heat conveyed 
across an isothermal surface of unit area in a unit time is called the heat flux. It is usually 
designated by q and is measured in W/m2 or kcal/(m2·hr) [52].  
Several models have been used to determine the behavior of heat flow in MOVs as gas been 
discussed in the literature. However, equation 16 is the best suited equation for calculating the 
heat flow of the studied samples in this research, as it takes into consideration every parameter 
being consider in this research. Although analysis done on the samples was transient thermal, 
but the heat flux was calculated for every time intervals, using the temperature at that time 
interval. A total of 135-time intervals were considered, thereby giving 135 heat flux, at 135 
temperatures from 20 oC to 125 oC. Therefore, heat flow rate is being calculated at those time 
intervals and as such, steady state heat flow equation is chosen to calculate the heat flow rate 
in the studied MOV samples. 
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To evaluate the heat flow rate Q: 
 
𝑄 = 𝑞𝑟𝐴 = (−𝑘
𝑑𝑇
𝑑𝑟
) 2𝜋𝑟𝐿                                          (16) 
Where k is the material thermal conductivity, and T is the temperature, Q is the rate of heat 
transfer i.e., the amount of heat transfer per second (J/s) or watts (w). qr is the heat flux which 
is the rate of heat energy transfer through a given surface (W/m), which was obtain from the 
software thermal transient analysis and A is the surface area of the MOV which was obtained 
using equation 14.  
 
3.4 Analysis: 
After these analysis settings has been done, the silver was used to compute the total heat flux, 
and this process was repeated for all studied samples. The rate of heat flow across the model 
geometry for all studied samples were measured using equation 2. Parametric analyses were 
used model the effect of varying geometry of the MOV to the rate of heat flow. To determine 
the relationship between the geometry and heat transfer rate, regression analysis was utilized, 
using the average of heat transfer rate for all cases studied of the four different surface area. 
Artificial Neural Network (ANN) was employed to validate the result from regression analysis. 
The ANN model had one input, which is surface area, while the target is the heat rate. The 
results gotten from these analysis shows a linear relationship between the geometry and the 
heat rate and the failure time. It also shows a linear relationship between heat rate and time, 
heat flux and time, and temperature and time in the MOV samples. 
 
3.5 Software Used: 
The software used in this research are ANSYS Workbench 18.2, and MATLAB R2016a. 
ANSYS, a general-purpose software was employed to design and simulate the MOV samples. 
The thermal transient analysis available in ANSYS workbench was used to simulate the 
thermal behavior of MOV samples and calculate the heat flux of the device.  
 
MATLAB (matrix laboratory), was employed to analyse the data generated by ANSYS. 
Regression analysis in MATLAB was used to determine and plot the relationship between the 
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geometry and heat flow rate of the MOV samples. Artificial Neural Network available in 
MATLAB was also used to validate the results from the regression analysis.  
 
3.6 Methodology Summary: 
MOV samples of cylindrical geometry were simulated in ANSYS workbench software. The 
technique used to simulate the samples was finite element analysis as it gives flexibility in 
varying the considered parameters, and the analysis utilized was transient thermal analysis. 
After the samples were simulated, TTA available in the software was used to calculate for the 
heat flux of the samples, after which these heat flux values were used to calculate the heat flow 
rate. Considering that the surface area of the samples are known, and that the heat flux of the 
samples have already being calculated by the TTA available in the software used, equation 16 
was used to calculate the heat rate, as it is a function of its heat flux and the surface area of the 
MOV disc. Parametric analysis was also used to determine the impact of varying the geometry 
of the simulated samples to the heat flow rate. Recreation analysis available in MATLAB was 
used to analyse the relationship between the geometry and the heat flow rate. To validate the 
results from the regression analysis, artificial neural network available in MATLAB was used. 
  
 
Figure 3.3: Methodology summary 
 
Start the software 
MOV Design: 
Software: ANSYS Workbench 18.2 
Technique: Finite Element Analysis 
Analysis Type: Transient Thermal 
 
Heat Flux Calculation 
Solution: Software Controlled 
Software: ANSYS 
 
Heat rate calculation 
Q= qrA 
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3.7 Conclusion 
This chapter discuss how the MOV was designed using ANSYS workbench software; it states 
parameters that were considered and their purposes. It discusses the techniques used to generate 
data. The next part of the chapter discussed details of the various types of analysis done with 
the data that were generated. In addition, it discussed the software that were used and their 
importance to the study. Lastly, the chapter reviewed the methodology of the study. The 
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CHAPTER 4: MODELLING OF HEAT FLOW RATE  
 
4.1 Introduction 
This chapter provides the modelling of heat flow rate across cylindrical geometry – based 
varistor arrester samples. Therefore, the developed varistor samples such as obtained in chapter 
3 are subjected to thermal transient analysis prior to the computation of heat flow using 
equation (16). The diameter cases used are discussed in this section. Regression analysis is 
invoked in order to model heat flow rate. The model obtained is further validated using 
Artificial Neural Networks (ANN).  
Case 1: Analysis of Sample with 7 mm diameter: 
The aim of the simulation is to model samples of metal oxide varistors with different surface 
area and determine the impact of varying the surface area to the rate of heat flow and the heat 
flux. The simulation was done over a period of 30seconds for each MOV sample. The 
Temperature was used to excite the modelled samples. Initial temperature (T1) is 20
oC and the 
Final temperature (T2) is 125
oC. Case 1 has a diameter of 7mm and a surface area of 0.01099 
m2. Transient thermal analysis was done on the 7mm diameter sample in ANSYS workbench 
18.2. The aim of the transient thermal analysis was to determine the heat flux at each time 
interval. The MOV sample was excited by the temperatures, the simulation was done over the 
period of 30 seconds. During this time, the software calculated the heat flux at each time 
interval, a total of 135-time interval was considered. Therefore, the software calculated 135 
heat flux. The calculated heat flux was then used to calculate the heat rate of the sample, using 
equation 16. The data collected from the TTA shows that the heat in the MOV sample increases 
as time increases until it reaches 17 seconds, at which time it remains constant till it reaches 30 
seconds. The TTA also shows that the heat in the MOV follow similar pattern when the height 
of the MOV block is reduced by half. Figure 4.1 to Figure 4.6 explains the graphical 
representation of the behavior of heat in case 1 of 7mm diameter. 
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Figure 4.1: Temperature of Transient Thermal for case 1 
Inference: 
Figure 4.1 shows how temperature increases with time in the MOV in case one of diameter 
7mm, with an initial temperature of 20oC and a final temperature of 125oC, and from 1second 
to 30 seconds. As being observed, temperature increases with time until at 14 seconds when 
the temperature reaches 125 oC and remains constent until 30 seconds. 
 
 
 Figure 4.2: Transient Thermal Solution of Heat Flux in ZnO for case 1   
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Inference: 
Figure 4.2 shows how heat flux increases with time in the MOV in case one of the studied 
samples. A trend line is drawn to mathematically determine the relationship between the two 
parameters. As being observed, heat flux increases with time until at 17 seconds and remains 
constent until 30 seconds. 
  
Figure 4.3: Transient Thermal Solution of ZnO Heat Flow Rate for case 1   
Inference: 
Figure 4.3 shows how heat rate increases with time in the MOV in case one of the studied 
samples. A trend line is drawn to mathematically determine the relationship between the two 
parameters. As being observed, heat rate increases with time until at 17 seconds and remains 
constent until 30 seconds. 
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Figure 4.4: Transient Thermal Solution of Heat Flux distribution in ZnO for case 1   
 
Inference: 
Figure 4.4 shows how heat flux is being distributed in studied case one of diameter 7mm, with 
a minimum of 190.67 W/m2 and maximum of 2.452e6 W/m2. 
 
  
Figure 4.5: Transient Thermal of Solution of Heat Flux when ZNO height is reduce by 
half for case 1   
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Inference: 
Figure 4.5 shows the graph of heat flux and time when the height of the MOV block is reduced 
by half. It shows how heat flux increases with time in the MOV in case one of the studied 
samples when the height of the MOV is reduce by ½. As being observed, heat flux increases 
with time until at 17 seconds and then remains constant until 30 seconds. 
  
Figure 4.6: Transient Thermal Solution of Heat Flux distribution in ZnO When its 
height is reduced by half for case 1   
Inference: 
From figure 4.6, the minimum and maximum heat flux is shown when the height of the MOV 
block is reduced by half. It shows the distribution of heat flux in case one when the height of 
the MOV is reduced by ½. 
 
Case 2: Analysis of Sample with 9 mm diameter: 
Case 2 has a diameter of 9mm and a surface area of 0.01413m2. Transient thermal analysis was 
also done on the 9mm diameter sample in ANSYS workbench 18.2. The MOV sample was 
excited by the temperatures, the simulation was also done over the period of 30 seconds. During 
this time, the software calculated the heat flux at each time interval, a total of 135-time interval 
was considered. Therefore, the software calculated 135 heat flux. The calculated heat flux was 
then used to calculate the heat rate of the sample, using equation 16. Similar to case 1, the data 
collected from the TTA shows that the heat in case 2 increases as time increases until it reaches 
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17 seconds, at which time it remains constant till it reaches 30 seconds. The TTA also shows 
that the heat in the MOV follow similar pattern when the height of the MOV block is reduced 
by half. Fig. 4.7 to Fig.4.12 explains the graphical representation of the behavior of heat in case 
2 of 9mm diameter. 
 
  
Figure 4.7: Temperature of Transient Thermal for case 2   
 
Inference: 
Figure 4.7 shows how temperature increases with time in the MOV in case two of diameter 
9mm, with an initial temperature of 20oC and a final temperature of 125oC, and from 1second 
to 30 seconds. As being observed, temperature increases with time until at 14 seconds when 
the temperature reaches 125 oC and remains constent until 30 seconds. 
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Figure 4.8: Transient Thermal Solution of Heat Flux in ZnO for case 2    
 
Inference: 
Figure 4.8 shows how heat flux increases with time in the MOV in case two of diameter 9mm. 
A trend line is drawn to mathematically determine the relationship between the two parameters. 
As being observed, heat flux increases with time until at 17 seconds and remains constent until 
30 seconds. 
  
Figure 4.9: Transient Thermal Solution of ZnO Heat Flow Rate for case 2   
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Inference: 
Figure 4.9 shows how heat rate increases with time in the MOV in case two of the studied 
samples. A trend line is drawn to mathematically determine the relationship between the two 
parameters. As being observed, heat rate increases with time until at 17 seconds and remains 
constent until 30 seconds 
  
Figure 4.10: Transient Thermal Solution of Heat Flux distribution in ZnO for case 2     
 
Inference: 
Figure 4.10  shows how heat flux is being distributed in studied case two of diameter 9mm, 
with a minimum of 11.617 W/m2 and maximum of 2.376e6 W/m2. 
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Figure 4.11: Transient Thermal of Solution of Heat Flux when ZNO height is reduce by 
half for case 2   
Inference: 
Figure 4.11 shows the graph of heat flux and time when the height of the MOV block is reduced 
by half. It shows how heat flux increases with time in the MOV in case two of the studied 
samples when the height of the MOV is reduce by ½. As being observed, heat flux increases 
with time until at 17 seconds and then remains constant until 30 seconds. 
  
Figure 4.12: Transient Thermal Solution of Heat Flux distribution in ZnO When its 
height is reduced by half for case 2   
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Inference: 
Figure 4.12 figure, the minimum and maximum heat flux is shown when the height of the MOV 
block is reduced by half. It shows the distribution of heat flux in case two when the height of 
the MOV is reduced by ½. 
 
Case 3: Analysis of Sample with 12 mm diameter: 
Case 3 has a diameter of 12mm and a surface area of 0.01884m2. Transient thermal analysis 
was also done on the 12mm diameter sample in ANSYS workbench 18.2. The MOV sample 
was excited by the temperatures i.e. the initial and final temperatures. The simulation was done 
over the period of 30 seconds, at which time, the software calculated the heat flux at each time 
interval, a total of 135-time interval was considered. Therefore, the software calculated 135 
heat flux. The calculated heat flux was then used to calculate the heat rate of the sample, using 
equation 16. The data collected from the TTA, as in the previous two cases shows that the heat 
in the MOV sample increases as time increases until it reaches 17 seconds, at which time it 
remains constant till it reaches 30 seconds. The TTA also shows that the heat in the MOV 
follow similar pattern when the height of the MOV block is reduced by half. Fig. 4.13 to 
Fig.4.18 explains the graphical representation of the behavior of heat in case 3 of 12mm 
diameter. 
  
Figure 4.13: Temperature of Transient Thermal for case 3   
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Inference: 
Figure 4.13 shows how temperature increases with time in the MOV in case three of diameter 
12mm, with an initial temperature of 20oC and a final temperature of 125oC, and from 1second 
to 30 seconds. As being observed, temperature increases with time until at 14 seconds when 
the temperature reaches 125 oC and remains constent until 30 seconds. 
 
 Figure 4.14: Transient Thermal Solution of Heat Flux in ZnO for case 3   
 
Inference: 
Figure 4.14 shows how heat flux increases with time in the MOV in case three of diameter 
12mm. A trend line is drawn to mathematically determine the relationship between the two 
parameters. As being observed, heat flux increases with time until at 17 seconds and remains 
constent until 30 seconds. 
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 Figure 4.15: Transient Thermal Solution of ZnO Heat Flow Rate for case 3 
 
Inference: 
Figure 4.15 shows how heat rate increases with time in the MOV in case three of the studied 
samples. A trend line is drawn to mathematically determine the relationship between the two 
parameters. As being observed, heat rate increases with time until at 17 seconds and remains 
constent until 30 seconds 
  
Figure 4.16: Transient Thermal Solution of Heat Flux distribution in ZnO for case 3  
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Inference: 
Figure 4.16  shows how heat flux is being distributed in studied case two of diameter 12mm, 
with a minimum of 51.599 W/m2 and maximum of 2.8852e6 W/m2. 
  
 
 Figure 4.17: Transient Thermal of Solution of Heat Flux when ZNO height is reduce by 
half for case 3 
 
Inference: 
Figure 4.17 shows the graph of heat flux and time when the height of the MOV block is reduced 
by half. It shows how heat flux increases with time in the MOV in case three of the studied 
samples when the height of the MOV is reduce by ½. As being observed, heat flux increases 
with time until at 17 seconds and then remains constant until 30 seconds. 
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Figure 4.18: Transient Thermal Solution of Heat Flux distribution in ZnO When its 
height is reduced by half for case 3 
 
Inference: 
From figure 4.18, the minimum and maximum heat flux is shown when the height of the MOV 
block is reduced by half. It shows the distribution of heat flux in case two when the height of 
the MOV is reduced by ½. 
 
Case 4: Analysis of Sample with 16 mm diameter: 
Finally, case 4 has a diameter of 16mm and a surface area of 0.02512m2. Transient thermal 
analysis was done on the 16mm diameter sample in ANSYS workbench 18.2. Case 4 sample 
was also excited by the temperatures as was done for the previous three cases; the simulation 
was done over the period of 30 seconds. During this time, the software calculated the heat flux 
at each time interval, a total of 135-time interval was also considered. Therefore, the software 
calculated 135 heat flux. The calculated heat flux was then used to calculate the heat rate of the 
sample, using equation 16. The data collected from the TTA also shows that the heat in case 4 
increases as time increases until it reaches 17 seconds, at which time it remains constant till it 
reaches 30 seconds. The TTA also shows that the heat in the MOV follow similar pattern when 
the height of case 4 block is reduced by half. Fig. 4.19 to Fig.4.24 explains the graphical 
representation of the behavior of heat in case 4 of 16mm diameter. 
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Figure 4.19: Temperature of Transient Thermal for case 4 
 
Inference: 
Figure 4.19 shows how temperature increases with time in the MOV in case four of diameter 
16mm, with an initial temperature of 20oC and a final temperature of 125oC, and from 1second 
to 30 seconds. As being observed, temperature increases with time until at 14 seconds when 
the temperature reaches 125 oC and remains constent until 30 seconds. 
 
Figure 4.20: Transient Thermal Solution of Heat Flux in ZnO for case 4 
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Inference: 
Figure 4.20 shows how heat flux increases with time in the MOV in case four of diameter 
16mm. A trend line is drawn to mathematically determine the relationship between the two 
parameters. As being observed, heat flux increases with time until at 17 seconds and remains 
constent until 30 seconds. 
 
Figure 4.21: Transient Thermal Solution of ZnO Heat Flow Rate for case 4 
Inference: 
Figure 4.21 shows how heat rate increases with time in the MOV in case four of the studied 
samples. A trend line is drawn to mathematically determine the relationship between the two 
parameters. As being observed, heat rate increases with time until at 17 seconds and remains 
constent until 30 seconds 
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Figure 4.22: Transient Thermal Solution of Heat Flux distribution in ZnO for case 4  
 
Inference: 
Figure 4.22 shows how heat flux is being distributed in studied case four of diameter 16mm, 
with a minimum of 51.599 W/m2 and maximum of 2.8852e6 W/m2. 
 
 
Figure 4.23: Transient Thermal Solution of Heat Flux when ZnO height is reduce by 
half for case 4 
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Inference: 
Figure 4.23 shows the graph of heat flux and time when the height of the MOV block is reduced 
by half. It shows how heat flux increases with time in the MOV in case four of the studied 
samples when the height of the MOV is reduce by ½. As being observed, heat flux increases 
with time until at 17 seconds and then remains constant until 30 seconds. 
 
 
Figure 4.24: Transient Thermal Solution of Heat Flux distribution in ZnO When its 
height is reduced by half for case 4 
Inference: 
From figure 4.24, the minimum and maximum heat flux is shown when the height of the MOV 
block is reduced by half. It shows the distribution of heat flux in case two when the height of 
the MOV is reduced by ½. 
 
4.2 Simulation Results of the Proposed System: 
The calculations of heat flow rate are based on the heating surface area and the heat flux 
obtained from the simulation and are denoted in watts (W). The heat transfer rate/unit area is 
known as the heat flux and is denoted by watts per meter square (W/m2). Heat flux may be 
based either on the outside or inside side of the MOV. Although the option is arbitrary it must 
be mentioned that the heat flux magnitude will not be similar for the two options. In this work 
the heat flux calculated by the software is the heat flux inside of the varistors samples. 
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4.2.1 Parametric Analysis of Heat Flow vs Time and Surface Area: 
A parametric analysis is the study of the impact of different geometric or physical parameters 
or both on the solution of a problem. The aid of parametric analysis carried out in MOV surface 
area is to evaluate and graphically illustrate the impact of varying the surface area to   the heat 
flow rate of MOVs. This could improve a restored knowledge on theoretic aspects of MOV 
geometry. For this research, four diverse samples of  MOV were experimented to examine their 
impact on the heat flow rate. An increase of the surface area of the MOV block resulted in the 
increase of heat flow rate. The below figure shows the time vs heat flow as the diameter of the 
MOV is varied: 
 
 
Figure 4.25: Parametric analysis of Heat Flow vs time and surface area  
 
Inference: 
From figure 4.25 the heat flow rate is taken in the X-axis and the time is taken in the Y-axis. 
The heat flow rate increases with time by increasing the diameter of the MOV block. The below 
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4.2.2 Regression analysis 
Regression analysis is one of the most used techniques in statistics. The goal of regression 
analysis is to explore the association between dependent and independent variables, and to also 
evaluate the influence of the independent variables, and to identify their influence on the 
dependent variable.  More precisely, regression analysis aids with the evaluation of how the 
value of the dependent variable varies when one or more of the independent variables are varied, 
while the other independent variables are held fixed [53].  In this work, the relationship between 
MOV surface area and heat rate is being analyzed, also the impact MOV Surface area has on 
the heat flow rate when the surface area is being varied is be accessed. Therefore, regression 
analyzing technique is utilized. Also, this technique was also utilized in describing the 
relationship between these other parameters: The relationship between heat rate and time, 
relationship between heat flux and time, and the relationship between temperature and time. 
Linear regression model predicts the slope and the y- intercept values. The following equation 
is used to model the relationship [60]: 
⁡⁡⁡⁡⁡⁡⁡⁡⁡⁡⁡⁡⁡⁡𝑦𝑖 = 𝑏1 × 𝑥𝑖 + 𝑏0⁡ +∈𝑖
 
Where: 
 𝑦𝑖  :  is the measured MOV heat rate 
  𝑥𝑖⁡ : is the MOV surface area 
 𝑏1  : is the slope,  𝑏0 is the intercept value  
  ∈𝑖 ⁡ : is the error term.  
The error term is presumed to be following comparable distribution with the mean being 
equivalent to zero. Therefore, the following relationship is applied:  
               ⁡⁡⁡⁡⁡⁡⁡⁡⁡⁡⁡𝑦?̂? = 𝑏1 × 𝑥𝑖 ⁡+ 𝑏0
 
Where: 
⁡?̂??̂? :  is the average of the heat rate value obtained from the model 























   
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 1ob y b x      
Where: 
x   and y   are the averages of  𝑥𝑖 and 𝑦𝑖, respectively. 
 
 
4.2.3 Surface Area vs heat flow rate: 
Every separate particle on the object surface is included in the process of heat conduction. A 
material with a vast area has greater particles of surface performing to conduct heat. The heat 
flow rate is proportional directly to the area of surface through which the heat is being 
conducted. The heat rate can be associated to the area of surface to the ratio of volume. As the 
heat gets higher the surface area ratio to volume decreases. This means that they acquire better 
heat. The greater the area of surface the greater will be the amount of heat transfer. If the 
volume raises, then the atom numbers at the surface reduces and the atoms in bulk cannot 
transfer heat to colder materials. Fig.4.27 to Fig.4.33 show the graphical representation of heat 
flow rate and surface area of all studied cases at some selected time intervals.  
 
 
Figure 4.26: Rate of heat vs surface area at time interval t = 1s 
 




It can be found from figure 4.26 that at time interval t=1 second the rate of heat flow increases 
by increasing the surface area.  However, the shape of the graph looks different from the 
previous interval. And this is because of the change in temperature. Another figure shows the 
rate of heat vs surface area at time interval t=5second  
 
 
Figure 4.27: Rate of heat vs surface area at time interval t = 5s 
 
Inference: 
It can be understood that at time interval 5 seconds the rate of heat flow provides a larger value 
at the increase of surface area. The next figure depicts the rate of heat vs surface area at time 
interval t=10second 
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Figure 4.28: Rate of heat vs surface area at time interval t = 10s 
 
Inference: 
It can be seen from Figure 4.28 that the rate of heat at time interval 10 seconds is the same as 
at time 5 second. The figure below shows the rate of heat vs surface area at time interval 
t=15second 
 
Figure 4.29: Rate of heat vs surface area at time interval t = 15s 




From Figure 4.29 it can be found that by increasing the amount of time interval by 5 seconds 
the heat transfer rate increases by increasing the surface area, but with the same shape of curve 
as the previous time interval. The next figure shows the rate of heat vs the time interval at t=20s 
 
Figure 4.30: Rate of heat vs surface area at time interval t = 20s 
Inference: 
It can be understood from Figure 4.30 at time interval t=20 seconds the rate of heat increases 
by increasing the surface area, but with the same shape of the curve as at time 15 seconds. The 
below graph shows the behavior of the heat rate at time t=25 seconds. 
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Figure 4.31: Rate of heat vs surface area at time interval t=25s 
 
Inference: 
Figure 4.31 shows that at time interval t=25 seconds, the rate of heat increases due to the 
increase in the surface area, but with the same shape of the curve as in the previous time interval 
considered. The next figure shows the rate of heat vs surface area at time interval t=30 seconds: 
 
Figure 4.32: Rate of heat vs surface area at time interval t=30s 
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Inference: 
It can be understood from Figure 4.32 at time interval t=30 seconds the rate of heat increases 
due to the increase in the surface area. Considering the shape of the graph from time interval 
of 1second, up to interval 30 seconds, it can be deduced that the heat rate increases constantly 
from 1second to 30 seconds as the surface area of the MOV increases. 
 
To determine the relationship between the surface area and heat flow rate of the propose 
system, regression analysis was utilized, using the average of heat flow rate for all cases studied 
and the four different surface area. 
 
Figure 4.33: Surface area vs Rate of heat 
 
Inference: 
In Figure 4.33, the linear relationship between heat flow rate in the MOV samples and the 
surface area is given. The equation below mathematically states the relationship between them. 
 
𝑦 = 𝑚𝑥 + 𝑏     (17) 
 
Where: y is the heat flow rate in Watts and x is the surface area in square meter. 
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Using relationships (2) and (3), the value of m is worked out to be 1.6e6 while b is found to be 
-0.16. 
 
4.2.4 Heat flow vs time: 
The rate of heat increases by increasing the time interval every second. The time is taken in the 
X-axis and the rate of heat is taken in the y-axis. To determine the relationship between the 
heat flow and time, regression analysis was utilized, using the average of heat flow for all cases 
studied and the time intervals consider during the simulation. 
Figure 4.34 shows the time vs heat flow at different time intervals 
 
Figure 4.34: Time vs Rate of heat  
 
Inference: 
In Figure 4.34, the linear relationship between heat flow in the MOV samples and the time is 
given. The equation below mathematically states the relationship between them. 
 
𝑦 = 𝑚𝑥 + 𝑏     (18) 
Where: y is the heat flow rate in Watts and x is the time in seconds. 
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Using relationships (2) and (3), the value of m is worked out to be 3.5 while b is found to be 
6.3. 
 
4.2.5 Temperature vs Heat Flow rate:  
Temperature and heat are associated to each other, but heat is the total energy of molecular 
motion in a material while temperature is a measure of the average molecular motion energy 
in a material. Temperature does not rely on the type or size of a material.  When the energy of 
heat is transformed from one material to another the heat energy passes from the hotter material 
to the colder material. So, temperature is a proportion of how cold or hot a material is. The 
greater the temperature of a material the hotter is the material. There occurs an increase in 
temperature difference between materials when the rate of heat flows from hotter material to 
colder material. The greater the difference in temperature the greater will be the rate at which 
heat transfers.  The below figure shows the temperature vs the heat flow rate in the MOV 
samples. 
 
Figure 4.35: Rate of heat flow vs Temperature 
 
Inference: 
In Figure 4.35, the linear relationship between heat rate and temperature of the MOV samples 
is given. The equation below mathematically states the relationship between them. 




𝑦 = 𝑚𝑥 + 𝑏    (19) 
y is the heat rate expressed in Watt, and x is the temperature in degrees Celsius. 





Figure 4.36: Temperature vs Heat flow rate  
Inference: 
From Figure 4.36 it can be understood that at every increase in temperature, the rate of heat 
flow also increases consequently. The figure also shows that, as the diameter of the MOV block 
increases, the rate of heat flow also increases. 
 
4.3 Model validation in Artificial neural network (ANN) 
Artificial Neural Networks model is used to validate the result obtained from the regression 
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information. The neuron is the establishment for structuring ANN and is comprised of three 
key part a lot of neural connections or joining links, which is all arranged by a weight, a adder 
for adding the info signals, and a trigger capacity to manage the fullness of the target. At the 
point when the information sources have been improved by the loads, they are included. At 
long last, the activating capacity normalizes the yield signal into some fixed span. ANNs 
ordinarily use more than one neuron, accordingly the neurons are requested into layers to shape 
a system. Scientifically, the output of neuron n, zn can be depict by the following condition 
 
( )on n nZ x       (19)   
where θn is the vector with the synaptic weights of the neuron n when feuded by input signal 
features x; 𝜃𝑛
𝑜  is the bias; and 𝜑(.) is the activation function. After the weights are reset with 
arbitrary values, the ANN predict an output for a given example se and current weights θ, yˆe(θ). 
If the training process is yet to be finished, yˆe(θ) will differ from the exact target ye. The 
objective is to diminish an error function that measures the alteration amid the projected and 
experiential outputs. A typical error function is defined by the following equation  
 
  (20) 
 
where |S| is the whole amount of preparing tests. To reduce the blunder work, we apply the 
Levenberg Marquardt backpropagation calculation. The procedure stops if a pre-expressed 
standard is fulfilled or if the greatest number of ages assumed is gotten. The estimate of a 
question model o, yˆo, is then accomplished by the accompanying condition [54]: 
   (21) 
 
The ANN model had one input which was surface area and one target which was heat rate. To 
validate the result from the regression analysis of the propose model, the average of the heat 
flow rate calculated for each studied case was used as the target of the ANN model, thereby 
given four different heat rate, and the four surface areas studied was used as the input of the 
ANN model. Results from the ANN model validated the results from regression analysis. With 
a R2 value of 1, the validation result shows a linear relationship between the input and target 















ˆ ( )o Toy     
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Figure 4.37: ANN model validation regression 
Inference: 
Figure 4.37 shows the validation regression of the trained neural network for the training 
validation and testing steps. With a R2 value of 1, it shows that the data set are best fit and that 




Figure 4.38: ANN model dataset validation performance 
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Inference: 





Figure 4.39: ANN model dataset validation Error histogram 
 
Inference: 
Figure 4.39 displays the error histogram of the trained neural network for the training validation 
and testing steps. The figure displays that the data fitting errors are scattered within a practically 
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4.4 Conclusion 
A comparative result for all samples is taken over the period of 30 seconds after completing 
the modeling and simulations of the samples, the data collected was used to calculate and 
quantify the impact of varying the geometry to the rate of heat flow of ZnO varistors. The 
results show a linear relationship between the surface area and the heat flow rate of the studied 
samples of MOV. It also shows a linear relationship between heat rate and time, heat flux and 
time, and temperature and time in the MOV samples. The ANN model invoked validated the 
result from the regression analysis. The next chapter gives the conclusion of the study and gives 
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CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSION 
 
5.1 Introduction 
This dissertation deals with number of problems, which take place in the framework of varistors 
that are particularly employed for the control of transient overvoltage, as a result of their 
exceptional nonlinear electrical conductivity. The current study is primarily motivated by the 
demand to simulate and analyze the thermal behavior of MO varistors use in high-voltage surge 
arresters employed for lightning control on one hand, and on the other hand is to determine the 
relationship between the geometry of the MOV block and the rate of heat flow. It is evident 
from the current study that the investigation of MO varistor thermal behavior is very vital. The 
underlying principle of this research is to analyze the thermal behavior of MOVs and determine 
the relationship between its surface area and heat flow rate, to have a reliable operation of 
MOA.  
 
5.2 Geometry of MOV and the rate of heat transfer 
This current study tries to design MO varistors to investigate its thermal behavior and 
determine the relationship between the varistor Surface area and its heat flow rate. Therefore, 
MOV samples of different surface areas have been simulated by using ANSYS software.  The 
rate of heat flow in the varistor has been derived from the function of its heat flux and the 
surface area of the MOV disc. The current study investigates the effect of varying the surface 
area of MOVs blocks to the rate of heat flow.   Surge arresters are generally utilized in electrical 
systems, for the protection of the systems and decrease the breakdown overvoltage rate. 
Varistors give consistent and economical protection, contrary to multiple voltage transients and 
surges that would possibly be made, for protection against lightning, switching or electrical 
noise. They have the benefits over transitory suppressor diodes in as much as they could obtain 
much increased transitory energies and could repress positive and negative transients. When a 
transient takes place, the varistor resistance is likely to change from an extremely high reserved 
value to a low conducting value. The transient is therefore obtained and compressed to a 
cautious level, defending sensitive circuit elements. 
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5.3 The impact of MOV geometry on the rate of heat flow 
This study intends to design varistor arrestors of four different diameters (D16, D12, D9 and 
D7 respectively). The study measures heat transfer rate and heat flux rate for all the given four 
diameters and concluded that greater is the diameter, greater is the heat flow rate, And that 
there is a linear relationship between the heat flow rate and the surface area of the MOV block.  
Also, in this study   FEM based software is used to design and simulate and assessed the 
performance of MOV under thermal stress. Metal Oxide Arresters (MOA) have been utilized 
broadly speaking in high voltage power structures for giving safety for the insulation devices 
in electrical system against unsafe over voltages. Metal oxide varistors (MOV) area unit 
progressively nonohmic ceramic devices through current-voltage options shut to those of end-
to-end Zener diodes but with advanced energy handling resources. They have become 
progressively additional important within the last four decades as a result of their 
extraordinarily non-linear electrical options and their vast energy absorption capability. They 
are typically mounted in parallel with Associate in Nursing device and energy to appear when 
it against the overvoltage. As working of the ZnO arresters is typically characterized by the 
energy retention potential, it is fundamental to more survey the mixture impacts of flood works 
on their electrical, heat and mechanical assets. In addition, existing developments associated 
with the technology of ZnO varistors have given rise to considerable design developments of 
the surge arresters. However, there are even now a few confusions on different parts of their 
energy handling capacities that incorporate warmth energy retention. It is basic to survey the 
energy possibilities as most of the present serge arresters nowadays are having expanded 
energy rating that past their necessities. The fundamental function of varistors is to look after 
electrical circuits against voltage flows, for example those produced by lightning strikes and as 
well circuit switching transient. Consequently, the current paper reviews the energy handling 
potential of the commercial varistors in these conditions. The study presented in this issue is 
one such step in this direction. Also, in this review, the energy absorption potential of ZnO 
varistors is primarily assessed. Experimental investigations on samples of four diameters are 
carried out to assess the impact of MOV geometry on the rate of heat flow, and the thermal 
behavior of these devices under thermal stressed for a period of 30 seconds.  
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5.4 Need of an alternative MOV geometry  
The electrical power system is more likely to transient over voltages on account of lightning 
expulsions and switching functions. Surge arresters are used to restrict the overvoltage to 
values which could not bring damage on the significant substation devices and communication 
lines. The voltage surges because of the damages known as lightning expulsions and switching 
operations are restricted by nonlinear resistive fundamentals, which is generally referred to as 
metal oxide discs. Previously in usual surge arrestors’ silicon carbide elements have been 
largely employed and to prevent the constant flow of leakage flows, spark gaps are considered 
necessary. When compared with the modern metal oxide, discs are likely to have low leakage 
flows that gaps are not essential. Surge arresters are generally fixed with grading rings to have 
a high uniform voltage supply alongside the height of the arrester. This makes sure that a few 
internal discs are not more sternly stressed than others. Also, it is explicated that the most 
important experiment of a surge arrester is to deal with significant substation devices and 
diffusion lines from the consequences of overvoltage which are mainly produced by lighting 
discharges and to switching functions. In normal operation, an arrester must have no harmful 
outcome on the electric energy system. To be more precise, it plays an insulator role. In 
addition, without inviting any impairment the surge arrester should be capable of withstanding 
standard surges. Location of surge arrester is generally to be as nearby as the significant power 
tools to be protected against the adverse impacts of voltages surges. Surge arresters are one 
important part of the protective device in an electrical system, their central part is a piece so 
called varistor material, which becomes promptly conductive in the framework of an 
overvoltage whilst being fundamentally nonconductive in the minor case. Enhanced material 
production and the necessity of smaller path make the restoration of high-voltage surge 
arresters a standard undertaking. Before newly developed device could be presented to users, 
type-tests as per standards should be passed.  
 
5.5. Suggestion for future study 
Degradation because of the warm burdens is for the most part made by the result of expanded 
energy surge release, which offers ascend to expanded warmth of the ZnO varistors. In 
addition, the result of ecological contamination on the flood arrester should add to the warmth 
influenced degradation. Accordingly, it is important to explore the environmental factors 
affecting varistors, in which the present review paper is lagging. The current study has 
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considered only low voltage varistors, so it will be asset to research field if the future studies 
consider high voltage varistors for better understanding and analysis.  Failure devices of the 
varistor components including heat runaway and cracking under compression are not deeply 
explored in the current study. Failures because of cracking become more possible, which is not 
pointed out in the current study. So, future studies should take these components into account. 
Assessment of the vitality appropriation is viewed as critical to evade mal working of the surge 
arresters. 
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